Zachary's Space Adventure

By Zachary Finn
This book is dedicated to my buddies,

Seth and Dylan.

Thank you for the best year, you are true WESTIES.
All his life Zach wanted to work for the International Space Program and fly to other planets.
One day Zach looked out his window and he saw a UFO.
Two aliens transported into his room and they said, "Zach we always knew you wanted to be a spaceman."
“We have come here to tell you that Marco Polo the evil rat has taken over our planet Neptune”.
Zach offered to help the aliens and they were very happy. The aliens said, “By the way we’re Seth & Dylan”. 
They dodged meteors and space junk to get to Neptune. Zach was feeling both nervous and excited.
When Zach went to Neptune he saw Marco Polo. The rat announced he would not give up Neptune.
But then Zach went to Earth and went to the cheese shop and helped the chef make the biggest cheese in the world.
He set a trap near Neptune's biggest prison.

The rat fell for it.
Seth and Dylan were so happy they made Zach king, but Zach had to go back to Earth. So he handed over the crown to be shared by the new kings of Neptune, Seth & Dylan.

THE END.